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SIMULTANEOUS TOLERANCE INTERVALS
IN THE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

I. Introduction

Linear multiple regression models with normally distributed

residuals are assumed for many statistical analyses. Let

y = 1g + e denote the linear regression model, where y is an

n x 1 column vector, f_ = (00, pi, . . ,0(171) a vector of

unknown parameters, X an n x q matrix of rank q, and e an

n x 1 vector of mutually independent normal random variables

with mean zero and variance a2 In .

In many applications it is desirable to construct tolerance

intervals for the response variable y at specified values of

the x variables. Several simultaneous pcontent tolerance

intervals procedures have been constructed. Such intervals

should contain at least the specified proportion p of the

normal distribution centered at xl = pp + pixi +. . +

for every x with confidence level 1 a. Two different

pcontent criteria have been considered : 1) central p and 2)

arbitrary p. The tolerance intervals considered are of the

general form

[ L(x) , U(x) = [ x'i X(x)S , + X(x)S 7 (1.1)

where ,g is the least squares estimator for S
2 the residual

mean square, and X. the tolerance factor which depends on x, a, p,
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and the procedure. For the central pcontent criterion the

tolerance limits must satisfy

and

L(x) < 071[(p+1)/2la

+ 01)-1[(p+1)/21a < U(x), (1.2)

and for the arbitrary pcontent

ot
U(x) Its.k L(x) x'A

D[ l > p

a

(1.3)

where (.) denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution

function. The central pcontent criterion is more stringent than

the arbitrary pcontent criterion since (1.2) implies (1.3).

Lieberman and Miller (1963) and Thomas (1983) constructed

simultaneous tolerance intervals for central pcontent of the

form (1.1) with

X = a 071[(p+1)/2] + cy4C(X1X)lx + b{ 0-1[(p +1)/2])2 (1.4)

Lieberman and Miller took a = 0 with b = 0 for fixed p and

b = 1 for variable p. For the variable p case the choice of

p can depend on x. Thomas used a = 4(nq)/[4(nq) 1] and

b = 1/[2(nq)], where n q is the error degrees of freedom,

for both the fixed and variable p cases. The coefficient c

depends on the method, the confidence level 1 a, n, and q.
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Lieberman, Miller, and Thomas provide tables of coefficients c

are given for the simple linear regression model (q = 2).

Lieberman and Miller considered another tolerance interval method

simultaneous in x and p which is based on the use of the

Bonferroni inequality to combine simultaneous confidence

intervals for x'jl with an upper confidence bound for a in

(1.2).

For simultaneous tolerance intervals with arbitrary

pcontent, let

X,x (b u) = 0( x'b + Xu P[ x'b Xu (1.5)

denote the left hand side (L.H.S.) of (1.3), where b = (L. A)/a

and u = S/a. Then tolerance factors . = X(x,a,p,n,q) are

needed such that

Pr( 4,X(b,u) > p, for all x e L) > 1 a (1.6)

where L = { (1,x') : x e 16-1 }. The pivotal quantities b

and u are independently distributed with b N(0 , (X'X)-1)

q)u2 X121and (n

Wallis (1951) developed a tolerance interval method for

arbitrary pcontent with p fixed and a single value of x

which was based on a power series expansion of

Pr{ PX,x (b,u)lb,u) }
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about x'b = O. Lieberman and Miller (1963) extended the Wallis

method to intervals simultaneous in x with fixed p. The

extended Wallis method, SW, satisfies the simultaneity in x

by evaluating the tolerance factor X of the form (1.4)

with a = b = 0 at a value of x which approximately minimizes

Px,x(12,u). Wilson (1967) considered a different approach which

is based on a 1 a level confidence set for (La). He used a

(q+1)dimensional confidence ellipsoid based on a normal

approximation of u. Wilson's method determines an approximate

tolerance factor that satisfies (1.6) approximately, by reducing

the (q+1)dimensional confidence set to a 2dimensional set.

We consider two alternatives to Wilson's confidence set in

Chapter II. The Bonferroni inequality is used to construct

pivotal sets G which are product sets of: 1) b and u, and 2)

b/u and u. For a 1 a level pivotal set G, a tolerance

factor X = X
*
(x,a,p,n,q) is then determined such that

x(h,u) > p for all (b,u) e G. Hence,

Pr{ k*,x(b,u) > p, for all x e L }

> Pr{ (b,u) e G }

> 1 a.

Several methods for computing X
*

are suggested and compared.

Optimal and equal allocations of the error rates a to b and

u are compared for the simple linear regression model. Wilson's
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method is described and a modification of his confidence set is

made to show the inadmissibilty of his method. Tolerance

intervals which are simultaneous in a subset of the x variables

are discussed. The Wynn and Bloomfield (1971) confidence bands

for the straight line regression function over finite or semi

finite intervals of the independent variable is generalized to

simultaneous tolerance intervals.

In Chapter III, one of the simultaneous tolerance interval

methods is generalized to the the random oneway model with

higher level covariates yid = xill + ui + eij, where

i -= 1,2,. , t, j = 1,2,. , n
1,

u
i
^ N(Vn p V 2N

/ and

N(0,a 2). This model is useful in twostage sampling, where

units are randomly sampled from a population of units, and

subunits or determinations are randomly sampled from each unit.

We consider the case where the covariates depend on only the

unit. For example, in experiments on animals, litters are

frequently levels of a classification factor. Characteristics of

the dam, such as age, weight, or level of inbreeding, are common

to all animals in a litter and are therfore included in the model

as higher level covariates. Another situation occurs when there

are repeated measurements on the dependent variable but not on

the covariate. In experiments involving plants, plots of land

are often levels of a factor, the amount of sun or rain received

by a plot, and the amount of nitrogen in the soil are covariates
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that are included at the level of plots but not at the subunit

level.

Three generalizations of simultaneous tolerance interval

methods are considered in Chapter III for the random one-way

model. First, approximate tolerance intervals for the unit means

E(ylu,x) = + u are developed. A simulation study for

balanced models with one covariate (q = 2) is used to estimate

the exact confidence level in several cases. Next, tolerance

intervals for subunit y-values are proposed which satisfy, with

level 1 - a, the two-stage criterion : the intervals are to

contain at least a specified proportion p2 of subunit values in

at least a proportion pl of units. Finally, a simultaneous

one-sided tolerance interval method of Thomas (1983) is extended

to the random one-way model wirh covariates.
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Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals

in Regression

In this chapter simultaneous tolerance intervals are

developed for multiple regression models. Attention is

restricted to those intervals with arbitrary pcontent, like

the simultaneous Wallis ( SW ) procedure developed by Lieberman

and Miller (1963) and the Wilson (1967) procedure. First,

simultaneous tolerance intervals based on the Bonferroni

inequality are derived. Then Wilson's approach and a

modification of it are discussed. A performance comparison

of these intervals is made using the Lieberman and Miller

example.

Two generalizations of tolerance intervals are considered,

those which are simultaneous in a subset of the x variables,

and those which are simultaneous in a single variable over a

restricted interval.

In the linear model y = + e , A' = (004.1,...4(1_1) is

the parameter vector, X is an n x q matrix of rank q , and e

is the error vector which is assumed to have a multivariate

normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix a2 I
N'

The procedures developed in this chapter are based on the

ordinary least squares estimator .E = (X'1) -1X'y and the

residual mean square S2 = (fy I'X'y)/(nq). The vector

has a qdimensional multivariate normal distribution with mean A
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and covariance matrix a2(X'X)-1. The random variable (nq)s2/o2

has a chisquare distribution with nq degrees of freedom, and

is stochastically independent of

11.1 Example

The example given by Lieberman and Miller, and adopted by

others, will be used to illustrate and compare the different

procedures. The simple linear regression function E(ylx) =
o
+

is considered, where y = rocket speed and x = the orifice
131x

size of the rocket fuel valve. They give a hypothetical data

set of size n = 15 with the following statistics: i = 1.3531,

7 = 5219.3, Sx = jE(xi 1)2/(n 1) = 0.0292, = 19041.9,

= 17930, and S = 130.5. Lieberman and Miller (1963) and

Wilson (1967) evaluated tolerance factors at three combinations

of 1 a and p for the three values of ix ii/Sx listed

in Table 2 of this chapter.

11.2 The General Confidence Set Approach

The simultaneous tolerance intervals that we consider for

regression are based on confidence sets for the regression

parameters. Several different procedures have been suggested,

based on different choices of confidence sets for (ft,a).

For one of their central pcontent methods, Lieberman and Miller

(1963) used the Bonferroni inequality to combine confidence sets

for A and a. Wilson (1967) based his method on a (q+1)
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dimensional confidence ellipsoid for (fi,a).

The confidence sets that we consider are based on the pivotal

quantities b = fi)/a and u = S/a. That is, given a 1 a

level set G

Pr { (b,u) e G } > 1 a,

then the corresponding 1 a level confidence set is

Q = { (fi,a) : (b,u) a G 1.

For a pivotal set G and specified pcontent, which can depend

on x, the optimal tolerance factor is

X* = X*(x,a,p) = min { X : Pk,x(b,u) > p

for all (b,u) a G

A

where PX,x (b u) is defined in (1.5). Then (b,u) a G

implies that Px*,x(b,u) > p, for all x a L. Hence

Pr{ 13. *
,x

,u) > p, for all x a L

> Pr{ (b,u) a G } > 1 a.

Approximations to the minimizing values of X are constructed

and also denoted as X.

11.3 The Bonferroni Approach
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Two pivotal sets are considered in this section. The first

set is a product set in (b,u), and the second is a product set in

(b /u,u). Both sets use the Bonferroni inequality to combine the

two regions involved in the product set : Pr(AB) > 1 Pr(Ac)

Pr(Bc), where Ac denotes the complement of A.

The effect on A
*

of different allocations of the error

rate a into al and a2 associated with the two regions of

the product set is considered in Part c.

The derivation of the Bonferroni methods requires the

following Lemma.

Lemma 1

For b > 0 and c > 0, the function

a + b a b

g(a,b,c) = 0( ) 0(

is decreasing in lai and c , and increasing in b over the

range of g(a,b,c) > 1/2.

Proof :

Notice that

a b a + b

g(a,b,c) > 1/2 implies < 0 <

First, g(a,b,c) is shown to be decreasing in IaI.



If 0 < a , then la+bi > la bi, which implies

ag

as

a + b a b

= [ 0( ) 0( ) l/c < 0

11

where 0(.) is the standard normal probability density function.

Thus, for fixed b > 0 and c > 0, g(a,b,c) is decreasing in

a > 0. If a < 0, then la+bl < labl which implies that

ag/aa > 0. Then g(a,b,c) is increasing in a < 0, which

implies that g(a,b,c) is decreasing in IaI = a > 0.

Next, g(a,b,c) is increasing in b since

ag

ab

a + b a b

[ 0( ) + Q( ) )/c > 0

Finally, g(a,b,c) is decreasing in c since

3g

ac

a + b a + b a b a b

) (0( ) + ( ) 0( ) <

c2 c c
2

0

and the coefficients of both q functions are negative.

In the application of Lemma 1, the condition g(a,b,c) > 1/2

will imply that p > 1/2. This restriction for the pcontent

should be acceptable for most applications.

a. The Pivotal Set GI

Consider the product pivotal set



G = (b u) bI '
G1 and u s G2 }

where G1 = I b : b'(%X)b <)4(1a/2) }

with

uG2 = { u > Ca ):

C
a =J nX

2q(a/2)/(nq

12

(2.1)

It is seen from Lemma 1 and (1.6) that Px,x(b,u) is

decreasing in Ix'bI and increasing in u for fixed k > 0.

Then simultaneous confidence bounds for lebi and a lower

bound for u are required to get a lower bound for la'x,x(b,u).

Applying the Scheffe' projection result ( Miller 1981, p. 16) to

the region G1 then provides simultaneous 1a/2

level confidence bounds for lebi < Dx, where

Ds = X 2(1a/2) x'(X'X)lx (2.2)

The 1a/2 lower bound confidence set for u is u > C a . Then

applying Lemma 1 to (1.5) with a = x'b, b = ku, and c = 1,

gives

Pk,x(b,u) = 0( x'b + ku ) D( x'b ku )

> 0( Dx + XCa ) 0( Dx XCa ) (2.3)

for all b e G1 and u e G2, provided that the R.H.S. of
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(2.3) is greater or equal to 1/2.

Using equations (2.1) and (2.2), then for a given x the

joint pivotal set

CI(s) = { (x'b,u) : Ix'bI < Dx and Ca < u ) (2.4)

would provide a corresponding confidence set for x11 and a.

The set CI(x) is illustrated in Figure 1 together with the

joint set related to the pivotal set that follows, for the

Example with x = 7, and a = .05.

The R.H.S. of (2.3) is equated to p and solved for

=
*
(x,a,p). Then (b,u) e GI implies that Px*,x(b,u) > p,

for all x e L. Hence, the desired simultaneous confidence

statement (1.5) holds

Pr( Px*,x(b,u) > p, for all x e L )

> Pr{ (131.,u) a GI ) > 1 a

where the last inequality follows from the Bonferroni inquality.

The exact tolerance factor is then found as the root of

the equation

0( Dx + . *Ca ) D( Dx X*Ca ) p = 0

Let a=D x r=X. and write the L.H.S. as

f
P '

(a r) = I(a +r) 0(ar) p (2.5)
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(CaD1,Ca)

(D ,C )x a

1
xtb

Figure 1 : Joint sets CI(x) and C11(x) for the Example

with x = a- and a = .05
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Using Lemma 1 for fixed p > 1/2, fp(a,r) is a monotonic

increasing function of r and has a unique root r = rp(a),

which yields the desired tolerance factor

X* = rp(Dx) / Ca . (2.6)

Actually, this Bonferroni method could be improved. Since b

and u are stochastically independent, we can use the exact

confidence level 1 a for the simultaneous confidence

statement (1.5). Any confidence level 1 al for G1 and

1 a2 for Gi such that (1 a1)(1 a2) = (1 a) would

suffice. For example, the equal allocation, (1 al) = (1 a2)

= 4177, can be used.

Procedures for computing and approximating rp(a) will be

discussed.

a.l. The Simultaneous Bonferroni Exact Method ( SBEI )

Given a and p, the exact root r (a) of (2.5) can be

evaluated numerically by Newton's method. Weissberg and Beatty

(1960) used this method to compute tolerance factors for the

normal distribution. The Fortran program used for calculating

r (a) is given in Appendix A with Table A.1 containing the

solutions r (a) for a = 0.0(.1)3.0 and p = .5,.75,.95,.99.

The exact (a,r) curves for p = .50, .75, and .95 are plotted

in Figure 2 together with those of the two approximate methods
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r (a)

= .75

Exact r (a)

Approximation of r (a)

Taylor approx. of r (a)

1

Figure 2 : Exact, approximation, and Taylor approximation of the

r (a) curve
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that follow. For a = 0, r (a) = 071 [(p + 1)/2]. As a ---> +co

r
p
(a) lai ---> r0 where r0 = 01(p). Table 2 presents, for

the orifice speed example, the tolerance factors X
*

for the

intervals based on the exact r (a) curve, with those of the

methods that follow. The values of a, p and Ix il/Sx are

those chosen by Lieberman and Miller.

a.2. The Simultaneous Bonferroni approximate method ( SBA' )

Wilson (1967) considered the approximation to the exact (a,r)

curve (taking r as the vertical axis)

ih2 a2
(2.7)

which is the upper branch of a hyperbola (r r0)
2 a2 h2.

Wilson chose the value, say hw2, which minimizes the sum of

squared deviations

[ (ri {r0 + ih2 + al) ]2 = (ri r0)2 + (h2 + al)

/2(r r0) ) h2 + a2 .

for the eleven values of a : ai = 010 for i= 0,1,2,.,10, and

corresponding ri = rp(ai). There appears to be a misprint in

Wilson ( 1967, p. 1538 ) since the cross product term

2(ri ro)4/h2 + al is missing from the sum of squared

deviations. The hyperbola lies above the exact curve except for

small values of lai and high values of p. The region where
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the hyperbola is lower than the exact curve is considered by

Wilson to be outside the range of interest. The hw2 values

tabulated by Wilson are included in Table 1 for several values of

the pcontent.

For a modification of Wilson's hyperbola approximation we

replace h2 by

p + 1
rhm

2
= L 11)

-1
(

0-1(p))2

2

in (2.7). The resulting approximation to the exact (a,r) curve

is

rp(a) = 01(P) /hi a2

Table 1 presents, values of r0, h2
w'

and h2 for

(2.8)

p = .50, .75, .80, .90,.95, and .99. It is seen from Table 1

that the function r (a) is the same as the Wilson's for

p = .50, slightly lower for p = .75, and higher for

p = .80,.90,.95, and .99. Further, Figure 2 shows that the

approximate values r = i (a) are always larger than the

corresponding exact r values for a # 0. This implies from the

form of (2.6) that the approximate method gives conservative

(larger) tolerance factor X*.

a.3. The Simultaneous Bonferroni Taylor approximate method ( SBTI )

To improve on the modified Wilson approximation (2.7) for
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Table 1 : Values of r0, b!, and h!

r0 h2

.50 0.0000 0.4550 0.4550

.75 0.6745 0.2500 0.2264

.80 0.8416 0.1070 0.1936

.90 1.2816 0.0657 0.1320

.95 1.6449 0.0438 0.0993

.99 2.3263 0.0244 0.0623
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r (a), we can use the firstorder Taylor series expansion of

f
P
(a

'

r) in (2.5) about the values r = 7 = 7 (a) obtained from

the approximation (2.8). This gives the improved approximation

where

r
*
(a) =

f
P
(a,7)

f (a,l)

fp(a,r) = 0(a + 1) + 0(a 1).

(2.9)

Figure 2 shows that the values r
*
(a) are very close to the

corresponding exact values rp(a). The exact values were

determined by iteration of (2.9) in Newton's method.

Table 2 includes the tolerance factors X,

*
for the SBEI,

SBA
I

and SBT
I

methods for the Example. The tolerance factors

for the SBE
I

and SBT
I

methods are nearly equal, and those of

the SBA
I

method are conservative.

b. The Pivotal Set GII

A confidence set for (A,a) is given by the product set of

the two 1 a/2 level confidence sets for

[ A : (R A)'(vx)(i A) < s2Fq,._q(1-a/2) I

and for a
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Table 2 : Tolerance factors for the simultaneous Bonferroni

methods based on the pivotal sets GI and GII

G
I GII

1 a p lx il/Sx SBEI SBTI SBA' SBEII SBTII SBAII

.99 .95 0.000 4.76 4.75 4.86 4.24 4.23 4.35

1.474 6.07 6.07 6.13 5.05 5.05 5.14

1.604 6.26 6.25 6.31 5.17 5.17 5.26

.95 .75 0.000 2.30 2.30 2.45 2.09 2.09 2.21

1.474 3.15 3.15 3.29 2.60 2.59 2.76

1.604 3.28 3.28 3.41 2.68 2.68 2.84

.90 .50 0.000 1.21 1.21 1.37 1.12 1.12 1.23

1.474 1.75 1.75 1.98 1.42 1.42 1.64

1.604 1.85 1.84 2.08 1.48 1.48 1.71
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> Pr{ (b,u) a G11 } > 1 a.

Using (2.10) and (2.12), the joint pivotal set for u and

x'b with x fixed is

CII(x) = f (x'b,u) : Ix'bI < uD: and u Ca }.

The region C11(x) together with region CI(x) defined in (2.4)

is illustrated in the Figure 1 given previously. The tolerance

factors X
*

in equations (2.6) and (2.13) correspond respectively

to the extreme points ( Da' Ca ), ( C a Ds' Ca ) of the regions

CI(x) and Cii(x) in Figure 2. The term

X!_q(a/2)
C
a
D*
x

= qF
clinq

(1a/2)'WX)lx
q

is proportional to the corresponding term Dx in (2.2)

CaDx
* ,1

q A,;_q(a/2)Fq,n_q(1a/2)

D
x q) )(2,1(1-a/2)

For the case illustrated in Figure 1 this ratio is less than one.

Examination of )(
2 and Ftables for a = .01 and a = .05

for several values of q and n q suggests that the relation

CaDx < Dx holds in general for small a. The relation CaDx

< Dx implies that the tolerance factor (2.13) corresponding to

CaDx will be smaller than (2.6) corresponding to Dx. The ratio
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Ca xD
*
/Dx ---> 1 as n ---

The three procedures described in Section II.3a for computing

rp(a) are applicable for the pivotal set Gil. The resulting

methods are denoted by SBEII for the simultaneous Bonferroni

exact method, SBAII for the simultaneous Bonferroni

approximation method, and SBTII for the simultaneous

Bonferroni with the Taylor approximation.

The tolerance factors X
*

for SBE
II'

SBAII' and SBTII

methods for the Example, are included in Table 2 given

previously. Only tolerance intervals based on the pivotal set

GII are considered further, since they are narrower than those

based on the pivotal set GI.

c. Allocations of the Error Rate a

Equal allocation of the error rate a was used in the

application of the Bonferroni inequality. Now the effect of

different allocations of a is considered for the pivotal set

GII for the simple linear regression model. Let al denote the

error rate of the confidence set for and a
2

the error rate

for the upper confidence interval for a. Then the argument of

r (.) in (2.13) is

C aDx
2 F2,n_2(1-9.) [1/n + (x 502/[SI(n-1)])

(n 2)/ x!._2(a2)

(2.14)

Then for a given lx 11/Sx and a
1

the tolerance factor X
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Table 3 : Tolerance factors for optimal and equal allocation

with a = .01.

n q p Ix YI/Sx al Xopt xequal Xopt/equal

10 .75 0 .0036 2.879 2.897 .994

1 .0052 3.325 3.325 1.000
2 .0069 4.311 4.359 .989

.90 0 .0032 4.057 4.098 .999

1 .0044 4.588 4.593 .999

2 .0057 5.659 5.666 .999

.95 0 .0029 4.785 4.848 .987

1 .0039 5.348 5.367 .997

2 .0051 6.448 6.449 1.000

20 .75 0 .0032 2.098 2.111 .994

1 .0049 2.337 2.337 1.000
2 .0069 2.910 2.933 .992

.90 0 .0029 2.977 3.001 .992

1 .0042 3.274 3.278 .999
2 .0058 3.917 3.922 .999

.95 0 .0027 3.528 3.562 .990

1 .0038 3.850 3.859 .998

2 .0052 4.516 4.517 1.000

50 .75 0 .0026 1.626 1.636 .994

1 .0042 1.734 1.735 .999

2 .0066 2.012 2.019 .996

.90 0 .0025 2.320 2.336 .993

1 .0039 2.462 2.465 .999

2 .0058 2.800 2.802 .999

.95 0 .0023 2.759 2.779 .993

1 .0036 2.918 2.924 .998

2 .0054 3.280 3.281 1.000
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Table 4: Tolerance factors for optimal and equal allocation

with a = .05.

q p Ig - 21/Sx al opt Xequal Xopt/Xequal

10 .75 0 .0178 2.299 2.317 .992

1 .0258 2.626 2.626 1.000

2 .0349 3.345 3.397 .985

.90 0 .0158 3.246 3.285 .988

1 .0220 3.646 3.650 .999

2 .0289 4.450 4.459 .998

.95 0 .0145 3.834 3.892 .985

1 .0197 4.262 4.278 .996

2 .0259 5.096 5.097 1.000

20 .75 0 .0153 1.808 1.823 .992

1 .0238 1.989 1.989 1.000

2 .0346 2.416 2.441 .990

.90 0 .0141 2.570 2.597 .990

1 .0210 2.801 2.805 .999

2 .0295 3.300 3.306 .998

.95 0 .0132 3.049 3.085 .988

1 .0192 3.302 3.312 .997

2 .0267 3.828 3.828 1.000

50 .75 0 .0120 1.488 1.501 .991

1 .0198 1.571 1.573 .998

2 .0320 1.777 1.784 .997

.90 0 .0114 2.124 2.144 .991

1 .0185 2.235 2.240 .998

2 .0288 2.496 2.498 .999

.95 0 .0110 2.528 2.553 .990

1 .0175 2.653 2.661 .997

2 .0268 2.939 2.939 1.000
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can be computed from equation (2.13). By varying al over

( 0 , a ) the smallest tolerance factor, is recorded in

Tables 3 and 4, for a = .01 and .05 respectively together

with the optimizing value of al. Tables 3 and 4 compare the

optimal tolerance factor with those of equal allocation,

equal' for Ix 11/Sx = 0.0,1.0,2.0, p = 0.75, 0.90, 0.95, and

nq = 10, 20, 50. Over this range of x, p, and nq the equal

allocation of the error rates is seen to be at least 99 %

efficient with respect to the tolerance interval width.

11.4 The Wilson Method ( WA )

Wilson (1967) used the (q+1)dimensional confidence

ellipsoid

(A,a) : Ar(x'x)(il A)/a2 + 2 v (S /a K)2 < c )

for (A,a), where v = n q is the residual degrees of freedom,

and c = )(2c14.1(1a). This confidence set is based on the

asymptotic result that S/a has approximately a normal

distribution with mean k = 4( (2v 1)/(2v) and variance 1/1-27

and the independence of b and S. The approximate normal

distribution of S/a is due to R. A. Fisher's result (see

Kendall and Stuart, 1963, p.371) :,ITT 2 N( j2v 1 , 1 ).

In terms of the pivotal quantities b = t)/a and

u = S/a, Wilson's confidence set corresponds to the pivotal set



G = ( (b, n) b'(X'X)b + 2v(uk)2 < c }.

The range of u, corresponding to b = 0, is the interval

[ k )75:5 , k + jr:/T275] . (2.16)

For a given value of n = uo , the Scheffe' projection result

used with the set Gw defined in (2.15) implies that

29

(2.15)

where

Pr( 130b1 < Dx(no) for all x e L } = 1 a (2.17)

Dx(u0) = J[c 2 v(uo k)2] x'(XX)lx .

Using (2.16) and (2.17) the joint confidence set for xl

and a corresponds to the pivotal set

Cw(x) = ( (x'b,u) : lx'bl < Dx(n) and

u e I k j-c/(2v) k+ 1:7575

= (x'b,u) : (x,b)2/x,(Xx)-1x 21,(2 - k)2 < c ) .

The region Cw(x) is illustrated in Figure 3, along with the

one corresponding to the modified Wilson method developed in the

next section.

The Wilson method is based on the following lemma

Lemma 2: G C G*(x) for all x e L and all X > 0
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x'b

Figure 3 ; Joint sets Cm(x) and Cw(x) for the Example

with x = 5-c- and a =.05
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where

e(x) = { (b,u) : (x'b)2/xs(X'30-1x + 2 v (u k)2 < c,

for all x a L ) .

Proof: Lemma 2 follows from application of the extended

Cauchy Schwartz inequality (Johnson and Wichern, 1982, p. 66),

(z'b)2 < (b'(XX)b)(x1(X'3) -1x), for all x a L.

Using the transformation a = x'b, r = A.0 and fixed x

and X the set G*(x) a Rq+1 maps into the following set in

R2

U(X,x) = { (a,r) : a2/x'(XX)-1x + 2v(r/X k)2 < c).

Then (b,u) a G*(x) if and only if (a,r) a U(X,x) for all

x a L and for all X. > 0. Next denote

S = { (a,r) : 0(a + r) 0(a r) > p 1 ,

and by using relation (2.7) with his estimator hw
2 for h2 ,

Wilson approximates this set by

Sp = { (a,r) : (r r0)2 a2 > h! I .

That is S is the region above the upper branch of the

.hyperbola (r ro)
2

a
2 - n2 .

Wilson then determines the smallest tolerance factor X. such
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which corresponds to the point of tangency of the two regions,

see Figure 4. This relation to the approximation Sp= .gp

implies that Px,x(b,u) > p. Since GwC= G*(x) for all x and

G
*
(x) maps into U(X,x), then

Pr{ Px,x(b,u) > p } Pr( G*(x) } > Pr[Gw } > 1 a .

The relation a
2 = (r r0)2 hw

2 from the boundary of
;

is

substituted in U(X,x). Then, we have the quadratic equation in

r

(r r
o
)2

2
[c 2v(r/X k)2]x'( PX)lx = 0 .

The discriminant of the solution for r is

X2 (4r2 4g) + X(16rov k8(x)) 8v8(x)g + 16v2k26(x) (2.18)

where 8(x) = x'( %' %) la and g = ro h2 e.(x)(c + 2vk2). By

setting the discriminant to zero, r has one real root . Let

(2.18) be equivalent to ?.2A + + C = 0 then the largest root

X
o

= [ B +1132 4AC ] /2A

yields Wilson's tolerance factor.

(2.19)

Calculation of Wilson's tolerance factor X
o

= X
o
(x) for a
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Figure 4 : The sets

(0,0)

p
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S
p

U(A
0 '

x)

. a

and U(A
0
,x) for the Example

with x = )7 and a = .05
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specified x values is very tedious. The Bonferroni method with

the set GII adopted in the previous section is computationaly

much simpler and avoids the approximation of the distribution of

S/a.

Wilson (1967) used asymptotic distribution theory to compute

the coefficient c, however numerical integration can be used to

calculate the exact c, say cl. Let Wq = b'(X'10b represent

the chisquare random variable with q degrees of freedom, and

let Wv denote a chisquare random variable with v degrees of

freedom, such that u = ji777. Then the confidence set (2.15)

can be written as

Wq + 2v(5777 k)2 < c
1

for v(k ,/c1 /2v )2 < Wv < v(k + f71 757 )2. (2.20)

Let F (w) = Pr ( W
q

< w } denote the distribution function of

Wq, and rewrite the first inequality in (2.20) as

Wq < c1 2 Wn7/7) 102.

Then the exact value c = c
1

in (2.15) can be found by iterative

solution of the integral equation

Pr( W
q
+ 2v( iTiT k)2 < cl ) =

v(k + 17,777 )2

F
q
(c

1
2v( ITT k)2f1(w) dw = 1 a, (2.21)

Jv(k 17277 )2
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where fv(w) is the chisquare probability density function with

v degrees of freedom.

11.5 Modification of the Wilson Method

Wilson's method could be improved in two ways. First, the

exact r (a) of (2.5) is used instead of the approximation

(2.7). Second, the pivotal set Gw is modified. These modified

methods are denoted by WE and WM respectively. A modified

pivotal set Gm will be developed which yields smaller tolerance

factors than those corresponding to Gw.

It is seen from (2.17) that for a given u = no value, with

(b,u0) a Gw then 'sib I < Dx(no) for al 1 x a L. Then for

some (b,n) a Gw by applying Lemma 1 to (1.5) with a = x'b,

b = Xu , c = 1 and using (2.17) gives

13 u) > p[ D (u ) + Xu0 OE D (u ) kn.() ].X,x x o x o

Denote the R.H.S. by Pk,x(no), then over the upper interval

k , k + Fx,x(uo) is minimized at no = k. This

follows since Dx (uo ) is a decreasing function over

k , k + dc/(2v) and from Lemma 1 PX,x (uo) is a decreasing

function of Dx(uo ). Then minimizing i)X,x (no) over

k 17(27), k + jc/(2v) is equivalent to minimizing it over

k AMT), k ]. Thus only a lower bound on u is required.

The modified Wilson pivotal set is



where

and

Gm = G1 U G2m m m

1Gm = { (b,u) : b'( PX)b <

2u c^
o

for u > k )
o

k2

GI! = f (b u) bqX1X)b + 2v(uo - k)2 c2,,
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(2.22)

for k - c2 /2v < 110 < k }. (2.23)

For equal coefficients c = c2 in (2.15) and (2.23) Gm Gw

so that Pr{ Gm } > Pr{ Gw }. Then Pr{ Gm } = Pr{ Gw }

implies that c2 < c. It then follows that Wilson's tolerance

factor can be decreased for any x and p. Hence, Wilson's

method is inadmissible.

Applying the Scheffe' projection result to the sets Gi and

2Gm gives

Ix'bi < Dl(u ) for u > k and for all x L,
0 o

D1(110) = (uo/k) JC2

Ix'bI < Di(uo), for k < uo < k

where

and



where

and for all x e L,

Di(uo) = i[c2 2v(uo k)2]x'(X')I)lx .

37

For a fixed x the joint set Cm(x) for xib and u is then

Cm(x) = [ (x'b,u) : Ix'bJ < Dl(u0), for uo > k

and Ix'bI < *no), for k c2 /2v < no < k }.

The region Cm(x) is illustrated in Figure 3 together with the

corresponding region Cw(x) for the Example with x = I and

a = .05.

The coefficient c2 could be computed as the iterative

solution of the integral equation defined on the region Gm,

similar to that for c
1

in the previous section. Let Wq and Wv

Fq(.), fv(.) as defined in the previous section, then (2.22)

can be written as

Wv c2
W
q

<

vk2

and (2.23) as

for W
r

> vk2

Wq + 2 r ( 1177 k )2 < c2
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for v( k ic27)27 )2 < Wv < v k2

Then the probability of the union of these two regions is

Co

Pr( Gm } = Fq(WVc2ivk2) fv(w) dw

1vk2

vk2

Fq[ c2 2v( iriv7 k )2 ] fr(w) dw = 1 a. (2.24)

v(k );2T2'T)2

11.6 Performance Comparisons

For comparison of the different tolerance intervals Lieberman

and Miller (1963) and Wilson (1967) use a restricted set of

values for Ix ii/Sx in the simple linear regression Example.

First, the Bonferroni procedures based on the set G11 are

compared with two of the Lieberman and Miller methods and

Wilson's method for the Example. Then a more general comparison

is made for the methods discussed in earlier sections

a. Comparisons of several methods

The tolerance factors for the SBE
II'

SBA
II'

and SBTII

methods developed in Section II.3.b are compared with

SW : Simultaneous Wallis tolerance intervals for fixed p
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Table 5 : Tolerance factors for arbitary p-content methods

1 a p Ix SW CB WA SBEII SBTII SBAII

.99 .95 0.000 3.61 4.79 5.75 4.24 4.23 4.35

1.474 6.58 5.65 6.15 5.05 5.05 5.14

1.604 6.99 5.77 6.19 5.17 5.17 5.26

.95 .75 0.000 1.77 2.67 2.78 2.09 2.09 2.21

1.474 3.23 3.34 2.97 2.60 2.59 2.76

1.604 3.43 3.43 3.05 2.68 2.68 2.84

.90 .50 0.000 0.95 1.71 1.38 1.12 1.12 1.23

1.474 1.73 2.30 1.69 1.42 1.42 1.64

1.604 1.84 2.39 1.76 1.48 1.48 1.71
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CB : Central Bonferroni intervals simultaneous in x

and p.

WA : Wilson intervals simultaneous in x and p, based on

asymptotic distribution theory.

Tolerance factors X for these six methods are given in Table 5

for the Example using the three combinations of confidence level

1 a and pcontent selected by Lieberman and Miller. The

SBEII' SBA
II'

and SBTII methods yield narrower tolerance

intervals than SW, CB, and WA in all cases except for x =

where the simultaneous Wallis (SW) is superior. However, the SW

method is for fixed pcontent. When the condition of central

pcontent imposed by Lieberman and Miller was relaxed to an

arbitray pcontent, Wilson's method did not uniformly improve the

tolerance intervals. The improved methods SBEII, SBA'', and

SBT
II for arbitrary p do uniformly dominate the Central

Bonferroni (CB) method for the Example. With respect to

computation, the CB method is simplest, followed by the SBEII,

SBA
II'

and SBTII methods.

b. Comparisons of the methods for arbitrary

Four methods for arbitray pcontent are compared for the

Example.

1) SBEII : the simultaneous Bonferroni exact method developed in

Part b of Section 11.3.
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2) W : The method developed by Wilson, but instead of using the

tabulated c based on asymptotic distribution theory, the exact

coefficient Cl is computed. A Fortran program was written to

calculate c
1

iteratively from (2.21) by the false position

algorithm [ see Young and Gregory 1972, p. 112 ] for the root of

(2.21). This algorithm requires two starting values, say ci

and cy, where the coefficient c1 lies between them. Let Z =

577(u k), then (2.20) can be written as

Wq+1 = Wq + Z2 c
1

By taking Z = 0, we have Wq < ci, and Fq(ci) = 1 a gives

a lower bound ci By using the asymptotic distribution theory

Z"..11(0,1), we have Fq+1(c 1) = 1 a, which gives an upper bound

cy. Using the chisquare tables with q = 2 and r = 13 gives

ci = 9.210, and cy = 11.34 for a = 0.01, and ci = 5.991 and

ci' = 7.815 for a = 0.05. For each value used in the

iteration, the integral (2.21) is approximated by numerical

integration through the trapezoidal rule for 200 grid points over

the range of Wv specified in (2.20). For a given x, p, and a

the tolerance factors
o

are computed using (2.19) with

Wilson's h2 values and r
o

071(p).

3) WE : Wilson's method except that both the exact coefficient

cl, and the exact (a,r) curve are used. That is, both his

approximations of asymptotic distribution theory for u and the
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hyperbola (2.7) are dropped. In the previous section it was

A
shown that PX,x (uo ) is minimized for a value of

n
o

[ k /;727 , k ]. Then this lower interval of u is

divided into grid points Ili with equal spacing 0.01. For each

ui the value of Dx (u.) defined in (2.17) is denoted by a.

and is written as

ai = j[ci 2v(ui k)2]x,( ux)lx

Then for a given pcontent, the value of ai is evaluated and

used in equation (2.5) to yield the corresponding root

ri = rp(ai). Since in Wilson's method r = ).u, the tolerance

factor Xi is computed for each grid point ui, by Xi = ri/ui.

The largest tolerance factor X over the range of u then

yields the smallest X satisfying (1.5).

4) WM : The modified Wilson procedure for which the exact

coefficient c2 is used. Computation of the coefficient c2 is

similar to that for c
1

in the W method. A Fortran program

was written to evaluate c
2

with the same zero finding

algorithm in 3).

Table 6 gives the coefficients for the Wilsontype methods

required for the computation of the corresponding tolerance

factors. The coefficient c is for Wilson's method (WA) based

on the asymptotic distribution theory, cl is the exact
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coefficient used in Wilson's method (W) and the WE method, and

c2 is the exact coefficient for the modified Wilson method (WM).

It is seen that substantial reduction in c results from using

the modified Wilson pivotal set Gm.

Table 6 : Coefficients for the Wilsontype methods

a

Method Coefficient 0.01 0.05

WA

W and WE

WM

c

c2

11.340

11.293

9.656

7.815

7.749

6.432

Tables 7, and 8 give, for a = 0.01 and 0.05 respectively,

tolerance factors for the Wilsontype methods and the

simultaneous Bonferroni method SBEII, which is based on the

pivotal set G
II.

The SBEII method has the smallest tolerance

factors uniformly over all cases : ix ii/Sx = 0.0(0.5)3.0,

p = 0.75, 0.95, and a= 0.01, 0.05. The reduction in the tolerance

factors resulting from using the modified pivotal set Gm in the

Wilsontype methods is also demonstrated. The three Wilsontype

methods all have exact confidence level 1 a. Improvement in

the W method resulted from using the exact (a,r) curve in the
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Table 7 : Tolerance factors for W, WE, WM, and SBEII methods

with a = .01

p 1x 21/Sx W WE WM SBEII

.75 0.0 3.83 3.58 3.10 2.53

0.5 3.69 3.58 3.10 2.62

1.0 3.69 3.58 3.10 2.86

1.5 3.96 3.68 3.22 3.24

2.0 4.37 4.14 3.63 3.70

2.5 4.86 4.68 4.10 4.19

3.0 5.39 5.24 4.60 4.70

.95 0.0 5.77 6.10 5.28 4.24

0.5 5.78 6.10 5.28 4.36

1.0 5.90 6.10 5.28 4.66

1.5 6.18 6.16 5.36 5.08

2.0 6.56 6.50 5.68 5.55

2.5 7.01 6.96 6.09 6.04

3.0 7.51 7.47 6.54 6.55
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Table 8 : Tolerance factors for W, WE, WM, and SBEII methods

with a = .05

P lx II/Sx W WE WM SBEII

.75 0.0 2.76 2.65 2.38 2.09

0.5 2.71 2.65 2.38 2.15

1.0 2.76 2.65 2.38 2.33

1.5 2.97 2.77 2.48 2.62

2.0 3.29 3.11 2.78 2.96

2.5 3.65 3.51 3.13 3.35

3.0 4.05 3.93 3.50 3.74

.95 0.0 4.27 4.51 4.06 3.52

0.5 4.28 4.51 4.06 3.61

1.0 4.40 4.51 4.06 3.84

1.5 4.62 4.59 4.13 4.16

2.0 4.92 4.88 4.38 4.52

2.5 5.26 5.23 4.69 4.91

3.0 5.64 5.61 5.03 5.31
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WE method and the modified pivotal set Gm used in the WM

method.

In the next two sections, the simultaneous Bonferroni method

SBEII based on the pivotal set G11, is generalized for a subset

of the xvariates, and for a restricted range of a single

variable.

11.7 Intervals Simultaneous For a Subset of The xVariates

In some applications simultaneous tolerance intervals are

desired for only a subset of the xvariates. For convenience of

notation, let the subset be the last d variates = ( sq_d,

Se Xcp..1 )

In the assumed linear model y = + e, let the 1 matrix

of full rank q be partitioned into [11,121 where Xi is an

n x qd matrix and 12 is an n x d matrix. Using a

corresponding partition of the parameter vector A' = ,

the linear model is then written as y = 1IA1 + 12A.2 + e, with

Cov[
i2 ]

a2

where

1
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For tolerance intervals simultaneous in xi= ( x qd '

xcrl. ) with Ai = ( 1,x1 ) fixed , let the

estimated regression function be

;(11 ' 12) 12'h (2.25)

where i'= I , is the least squares estimator.

Denote 0 = xik and 9 = slip then (2.25) can be written as

(45 ' 12 ) 45 A2i2

and

Cov( 9 ) = 472

2

where

Ill 2C1.-C1111

112 I'1g12'-

Then, we have

111 112

112 C-22

x'(X'X)-ix EV11 2174212 Ag223-2 3.

For the set G
I'

the 1 a/2 level upper confidence bounds

for Ix'bt simultaneous in x are given in (2.2), and those

simultaneous in x
2

are defined as
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Pr{ 1(9 0)/a + xi(i <4/444(1a/2) x'(%'%) ix

for all x2 e L2 = 1 a/2,

where L2 = { x2 : s2 e Rd}. Then the term X2q(1a/2) in

(2.2) is simply replaced by )C14.1(1a/2).

For the set G11, the corresponding bounds simultaneous in x

are given in (2.12), and those simultaneous in x2 by

Pr {) e) + _x2(B.2 2) < s 1(14-1)Fd+1,n_q(1ai2 xicrxrix ,

for all A
2 e L2 = 1 a/2. (2.26)

The term qFq,n_q(1a/2) in (2.11) is then replaced by

(d+1)Fd+1,n_q(1a/2). Similarly for Wilson's set Gw, the

coefficient c = Xci2ti(1a/2) in (2.17) is replaced by

)(i+2(1a/2).

In summary, the only difference in the tolerance factors for

those simultaneous in x and those simu l taneous in x2 is that

ul = q or (d + 1) respectively in c Fr
10 2

(1a/2) and

)(2t, (1a/2) = 1-71F1,1 (1a/2).

11.8 Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals Over a Restricted Range of a

Single variate

Consider the tolerance intervals that are simultaneous in

only one variable, say xq-1' with ,x(r2 fixed. This is

a special case of the partitioning of x in the previous
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section, with x2 = x4171. This implies that (d + 1) = 2 in

(2.26). Without loss of generality, we can consider the simple

linear regression model. Let

T={(1,x),a<x<b}c R2.

The least squares estimator is = (110 , has a bivariate

normal distribution with mean ft' = (p. 431 ), and covariance

matrix a 2 (rX)-1 .

The Scheffe' projection result for the linear regression

model gives exact confidence level only when the independent

variable x is allowed to vary over the entire real line. When

x is restricted to an interval (a,b) with at least one finite

endpoint, the Scheffe' projection result yields necessarily

conservative intervals.

Wynn and Bloomfield (1971) derived simultaneous confidence

intervals for x'A such that

Pr { SS ix'(X1X)lx < x'(i < 8S lx1(X'IC.)-1x

for all x e T } = 1 a. (2.27)

Wynn and Bloomfield tabulated the 8 values for the straight

line case for several degrees of freedom and confidence levels.

Thomas (1983) extended those tables to allow more accurate linear

approximation for small degrees of freedom.
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For the tolerance intervals simultaneous over a restricted

interval for x , the coefficient 6 = 8nq(1a/2) is computed

to satisfy (2.27). The Wynn and Bloomfield extention of the sets

GI and GII
produce the following changes in the tolerance

factors : replacement of X 2(1a/2) by 6co (1a/2) in

(2.2), and qFq,nq(1a/2) by 6n_q(1a/2) in (2.11).
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Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals in The Random OneWay

Model With Covariates

The simultaneous tolerance intervals based on the set GII

developed in Chapter II are generalized to the random oneway

model with covariates. First, the model is explained, followed

by a discussion on the estimation of the parameters involved in

the model. Simultaneous tolerance intervals for unit means

are discussed for the unbalanced and balanced model. The

performance of these intervals is examined by simulation for the

balanced random oneway model with one covariate. Twostage

tolerance intervals for subunits are proposed. Finally the one

sided simultaneous tolerance interval method of Thomas (1983) for

regression function x'ft is generalized to the random oneway

model.

III.1 The Random OneWay Model With Covariates

One application of the random oneway model is for twostage

sampling. First, units are randomly sampled from a population of

units, and covariates are measured on them. Second, random

samples of subunits or determinations are independently taken

from the units. This model is also called a twostage nested

model with higher level covariates, and is represented by

Yij Oo Olxil * 11. eij (3.1)
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whereui" N(0,a2),andtheu.'s and
e..ij 's are all uncorrelated. We assume that all parameters

(10'131 0q71), a
2 and a are unknown. The observation

yij is on subunit j from unit i, for i = 1 , 2 ,,,,, t , and

j = 1 2 ni, with n
i

> 1 for all i.

In matrix notation, this model corresponds to

y = Ik + zu + e

where y is a vector of size N =Env X is an N x q matrix

of rank q such that q < t, ft' = (00,01, Os:1_1) is the

parameter vector of regression coefficients, Z is an N x t

incidence matrix of rank t for the random factor, u' = (u1,

u2 u
t

) is the parameter vector of the random factor, and

e is the error vector. It is seen from (3.1) that every column

of X is a linear combination of the columns of Z such that

Ak x101 x202 '

+ x tkZt

for k = 0,1, t, with xio = 1, also

Z'Z = diag[ni, . . ,nt].

Under the assumptions u Nt(0 , 4It), e N(0 , a2IN)

and Cov(u,e) = 0, then y has an Ndimensional multivariate

normal distribution with mean 1ft and Cov(y) = a2IN + a2 ZZ%u--

For convenience of notation let Cov(y) = a2 V, where V = (IN +

pZZ'), with p = a2/a121, is a block diagonal matrix of full rank

N.
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The covariates considered in the model (3.1) which depend

only on the units are often called higher level covariates

(H.L.C.'s). Using H.L.C.'s with a fixed factor u in the model

would cause estimability difficulties for the parameter vector A

(Henderson and Henderson, 1979). In model (3.1) the parameter

vectorAisestimablesincetheu.'s are random factor and X

is assumed to be of full rank q with q < t.

111.2 Estimation of Parameters

Estimation of the parameter vector A and the variance

components in mixed linear models has received wide attention

since Henderson (1953). For estimation of variance components in

the balanced model, the analysis of variance method is often used

(see Searle 1971b, Chapter 9 ). However for unbalanced models

estimation is far more difficult, and several methods of

estimation have been proposed. Extensive reviews are to be found

in Searle (1971a), Harville (1977), Henderson and Henderson

(1979) and Henderson (1982).

The variance component estimates used here are based on the

fitting of constants method or Henderson (1953) method III. This

method equates sums of squares to their expected values.

Let

SSA = ni( yi. y
)2



denote the among unit sum of squares,

SSW = EE )2

the within unit sum of squares, and

SSE(A) = EE ( y. yi )2

the regression sum of squares, where

yi Po . + § q-1x.1,ql

The within unit mean square

"2 = MSW
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(3.2)

is an unbiased estimator for a2 . An unbiased estimator for a2

is given by equating the lack of fit sum of squares

svulfi) = SSE(g) SSW

. 2=En.(
1 1

to its expectation

E[SS(u10)] = an T + a2(t q),

where T = tr[ Z'Z Z'X(PX)-1X'Z ]. Then an unbiased

estimator for a 2 is

"2
= [ SS(u/P)

62
(t q) 1/ T . (3.3)au
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Since

and

ss(o)
X 2t q

a2 T + a2 q)

(N t) 21.2

a
2

X 2N t'

(3.4)

A2the distribution of an is that of a linear combination of two

chisquare distributions with coefficients containing the unknown

A2variance components. An approximate distribution of an is

given by the Satterthwaite method (1946) as

where

v =

2 0"/ v6* 2 )(2
A

[ a2 ]2

[SS(u1A)/V2/(t q) + ra2(t q) /T12 /(N

2

(t
q) /T12 /(t

[(t 0/1]2/(N t)

(3.5)

*2Note that the estimate an can be negative. In the case of a

negative estimate a common approach is to set an = 0 and

forsake the unbiasedness property.

A
The parameter vector estimator is obtained by



substituting the variance component estimates in the generalized

least squares (G.L.S.) equations ( see Henderson 1982 )

( %'V-lx)g = %'Vly. The GLS estimator is

ft = (3.6)

where V = [ IN + ; ZZI, with P = 81/C12. We treat ; as

fixed for the approximate distribution theory that follows, that

is, the sampling variation of ; is ignored. The quantity

(i - 0/ cl';i2 (3.7)

has approximately an Fdistribution with q and N t degrees

of freedom which approaches the exact F distribution as V --->

V. This result is useful with the Scheffe' projection result in

setting simultaneous upper bounds on ix'Cji Di, for x e L,

where L = (1,x11) : xi e Rc1-1 }.

111.3 Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals For Unit Means

In the model (3.1)

E(yijini) 00 + Oixii + ". +0qlxiq-1 + ui

= 11
1

+ ., for i = 1, 2 .... , t (3.8)
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represents the mean over the population of subunits in the ith

unit of the sample. Conditional on observing xi, the ith unit

mean in the random sample has a normal distribution with mean
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x.11 and variance au2 .

form

Simultaneous tolerance intervals for the unit means of the

[ x'i x; , x,i + 1.;1, (3.9)

are developed.

The proportion of the conditional distribution of unit means,

given x, contained in the tolerance interval (3.9) is

xi + X;u x't u A't
PX,x = 0( ) 0(

au au

which can be written in the form

x'(i M/au + X xici u X

= 0( ) 0(X,x ) (3.10)

au au/auu u

corresponding to (1.5) in the linear regression model. Given a

confidence level 1 a and a pcontent, tolerance factors

X = X(x,a,p,P) are constructed such that, based on the

approximate distribution result (3.5),

Pr{ P, _ > p , for all x e L > 1 a. (3.11)

It is seen from Lemma 1 and (3.10) that PX,x
is decreasing in

D(/au and in au /Ciu for fixed X. Then simultaneous

upper confidence bounds for Ix'(j DI/6u and an upper bound
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on au /au are required to get a lower bound for P
X x'

a. Unbalanced Model

Unbalanced models correspond to cases where the numbers of

subunits, ni, are not all equal. The variance component

^ ^2estimates a and an are derived from (3.2) and (3.3)

respectively. Using Q in (3.7) gives the approximate 1 a/2

level confidence set for A

El : { A : A)(x'Crix)(i A) < qa2P
q,
N (1a/2) (3.12)

The 1 a/2 level upper confidence interval for au/au is

E2 : { au : 0 < au/au < Ca } (3.13)

where

Ca = Jv / )C21, (a/2)

with v defined in (3.5). Then the Bonferroni inequality gives

Pr{ (Lau) : A 8 E
1

and au e E2 > 1 a.

By applying the Scheffe' projection result to the confidence set

El, we have

Pr{ DI/Cssu < Dg , for all x e L } = 1 a/2

where



DA = 4fqFq,Nt (1a/2)(1/S) x'(X'V 1
X)

-1
x .
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(3.14)

It is seen that Dx depends on the variance component estimates

only through p.

Applying Lemma 1 to (3.10), with a = k)/au, b = X,

c = au/au, and the inequalities DI/au < Dx , au/;11.

C
a'

gives

13X,x 'p(

D
x

+ X D
x

X

) 0(
Ca Ca

for all a E1 and au a E2. The R.H.S. of the above

inequality is equated to p, and solved for X. Then the

tolerance factor X = X (x,a,p,;) is the root of (2.5) with

a = Dx /Ca and r = X*/Cx,

D
x

X*
+ ) 0(

Ca Ca

D
x

) _

Ca
Ca

p = 0. (3.15)

The methods described in Section 11.3 for calculating the

exact and approximate tolerance factors can be used here.

b) Balanced Model

In the balanced model the numbers of subunits ni sampled

are all equal, say n = ni. The balanced model has several

simplifying features :
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N = to

N t = t(n 1)

T = tr[Z'Z Z'X(X1X)-1/PZ]

= n(t q),

and the G.L.S. estimator reduces to the

ordinary least squares estimator (Rao, 1967, p.364),

(x4-1x)

= (X'1)-1Vy.

Then

Cov(i)

0,2(x,x)-1 cr2u(x,X) ---1X'ZZ'X(X'X)-1

= a2 (1 + np)(VX)-1

so that

Var(xi) = a2(1 + np),C(VX)lx

The important feature of this result is the factorization of the

term (1 + np), which is not possible under an unbalanced model.

Then (3.7) reduces to

Q = (i i)(VX)(i / qi;2(1 + np) 1. Fq,t_q (3.16)



since

ci gmrxmi g)

a2 + nau
2

and

(t q);i2(1 + n$)

X2q

02(1 00) X tq'

where

(t q);2(1 + = (t q)MS(uig)

E ^
i I

%2
Y

and i and SS(uI6.) are independent. Then (3.12) becomes

El = f g : (i ))i(x,x)(i g) < qms(uig)Fq,t_q(1a/2) 1.

By applying the Scheffe' projection result to El we have

Pr( t)1/60 < forfor all x e L = 1 a/2

where

D1 = q Fq,tq V(1a/2)(1/; + n)xs(X)ix .

Regarding the upper 1 a/2 level confidence interval for

au/an
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(3.18)

in (3.13), the degrees of freedom t' in (3.5) reduces to



[1 + n'02/(t q) + 1/[n2t(n 1)]

In terms of the design matrix for the units, 14, where

g'% nXd'X d' notice that as n --->oo ,

and

D1 ---> q,tq (1 a/2)x'(Xd 'Xd)lx

v ---> t q

Ca ---> /(t q)/1/2
t q(a/2).
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(3.19)

The limits of D1 and Ca
correspond respectively to (2.11) and

(2.10) defined in Section II.3b, with S replaced by au, and

n by t.

111.4 The Simulation Study

The purpose of this simulation study is to estimate the exact

confidence level of the tolerance interval procedure in the

variance component model. First, the random number generation

procedure is described. Second, an algorithm is presented for

determining whether the criterion Px,x > p in (3.11) is

satisfied for 0/9< x <00 Finally, the results of the

estimation and the empirical error rates are given.



a) Random Number Generation Procedure

The balanced random oneway model with a single variate

(q = 2)

Yij P Pixi ui eij

with corresponding unit mean

E[ yijlui) I = 00 + 01xi + ui
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(3.20)

is used.

In matrix notation, the model is y:= + Zu + e, where X

is an N x 2 matrix and A' = (130,131). The X matrix is

defined as

X

01.

where Ii = xilm, i.e. a vector of size n, with the covariate

x.
1

repeated n times. Define the matrix

Then

xl

x2

x
t



= (gX)-1X'y

(xad)-lxg,

where y is the vector of unit means

Yi. Po Pixi ui Ei.

for i= 1,2 ..... t. Hence the regression coefficient

estimates

where

Xt

A ( yi. T.. ) ( xi I )

01
E( - )2

Po 7.. Pi!
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(3.21)

(3.22)

37=-E17./t and 1 =Ex.it, depend on only xi ,
.

and the unit means y1.,

LetZ1 =11.1 1+F., denote the residual part of (3.21). We
.

then generate a random sample Z1, Z
t

from the N(0 , 4)

distribution where a 2 = a 2 + a2/n = Var(Fi.lxi) and an
z u

independent random sample x1 at from the N(g , ai)

distribution. The unit means are then calculated as

Yi. Po 11xi Zi (3.23)

for specified regression coefficients 00 and pi. Notice that

SS(u10) = n 7i. ;i )2 depends on only x1,. .

31., jt..

. ,xt and



^
Under the model (3.20), the variance component estimate a

is distributed independently of xi s and yi.'s

t(n 1)a2/a2 ti )C(n 1)'

2^Then for specified t and n, a are generated from this

distribution.

After estimating 00 and 01 by (3.22), the fitted values

Yi. AO Alxi are computed. Estimates for al are given by

(3.3) for q = 2, with negative estimates truncated to zero

^2au = max [ 0 , MS(uIA) Cs2/n ].

^2 =This implies that for an 0, the interval (3.9) has a zero

width, and then PX,x = 0. Using the v degrees of freedom

(3.19) for a given a, the Ca defined in (3.13) is calculated.

b) Validation of The Tolerance Interval Criterion

The tolerance interval criterion

> p for co <x <oo

is equivalent to

P * > p for x = min { Px,x }

where for the case of a single x variate

(3.24)
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P
X

0[ 60 PO) +x(11 -01) Xau

u

60 P0) x(1. 01) Xau
(1)[ 1

au
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(3.25)

This implies that x* is the solution to a(Px,x p)/ax = 0

(see Lieberman and Miller 1963, p.159). This corresponds to the

transcendental equation which is written as

01 V(x)au
] pE

00) x61 01) x(x)"411
h(x) = [

a a

01 v(x)2ru (io 0o) '61 01) x(x)c311
[ Q[ ] 0

au au

(3.26)

where the tolerance factor X(.) is evaluated at the argument of

h(.) as the root of (3.15), and the term M(x) is the

derivative of X(x) with respect to x. The Newton method is

used to compute the root x* of (3.26). The details of this

iteration procedure are given in Appendix B. Further the

function Px,x was evaluated over a grid of x values for

several samples to numerically verify the uniqueness of the root

of h(x).

The D
x
1 in (3.18) is evaluated at x

*
, and the corresponding

tolerance factor X(x*) is computed as the root of (3.15).
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Finally, the condition Px(x*),x* > p is checked, and the

percentage of samples failing to satisfy this condition is given

as the empirical error rate.

The proportion Px,x in (3.25) is a function of the

parameters : Po, Pi, Vx, ai, a2, and their estimates. Since,

conditional on I and Sx we have

00) /au

(131 01)/au 00}

(1/p + n)(X')1)-1

The distribution of P
X,x

does not depend on andand 01 but

does depend on the variance component ratio p. Then without

loss of generality (W.L.O.G.) we take 00 = 0 and pi = O. The

tolerance factor X is defined as the root of (3.15) by

X = r (D1/C ) Cpxaa
which depends on x only through 1(x 1)/S11 and P. It then

follows that X is invariant under linear transformation

a + bx. Then since xl is also invariant there is no loss in

generality of taking vx = 0 and ax = 1.

A
u

A
The distribution of a /au pdepends on through the

degrees of freedom u in (3.19). Also the tolerance factor

A

depends on P. Hence Px,x depends on the variance component

estimates only through their ratio P. Then, W.L.O.G. we let

a2 = 1, and use different values for p =
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Independent sets of one thousand samples were generated on a

CDC Cyber 172/170 computer for the 8 combinations t = 10, 20,

a = 4, 10, and p = 1, 16. A Fortran program was written with

the use of the IMSL subroutines to do the simulation study. This

program is given in Appendix C, with a brief description of the

IMSL subroutines used in it.

c) Estimation Results

Table 9 gives the mean of the 1000 parameter estimates for

Po, Pi, a2, p and their respective standard errors for the 8

cases. These estimates are included for completeness and as a

partial check on the random number generation procedure. The

means of the estimates are in all the cases within ± one

standard error of the parameter values.

d) Empirical Error Rates

Table 10 gives the empirical error rates a of tolerance

intervals for a = .01, .05, .10 and p = .50, .75, .95 for the

8 cases : t = 10, 20, a = 4, 10, and p = 1, 16. Note that the

nominal standard errors for these estimates, ja(1 a)/1000, are

0.0031, 0.0069, and 0.0095 respectively for a= .01, .05, and

0.10. These tables reveal that in general the exact error rates

are much smaller than the nominal error rates. The accuracy

tends to improve as t, n, or p is increased. The tolerance
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Table 9 : Parameter estimates and their standard errors in the

random one-way model with q = 2.

t n Ao
a2

10 4 1 .001174 .011601 1.000116 1.022902

(.011593) (.013525) (.008165) (.020429)

16 .029743 -.004533 1.013197 15.848371

(.043069) (.048774) (.008067) (.256390)

10 1 -.000911 -.001998 1.009778 1.002576

(.011512) (.012990) (.004759) (.017985)

16 .001555 .013367 .999096 16.092605

(.041981) (.048358) (.004514) (.257478)

20 4 1 .010540 -.008437 .997026 1.005893

(.008198) (.008681) (.005710) (.013226)

16 -.028505 -.069488 .991946 15.819442

(.030032) (.030982) (.005763) (.173924)

10 1 -.007056 -.023343 1.000451 1.000136

(.007545) (.008065) (.003351) (.011694)

16 .004640 -.003306 .997230 16.150975

(.028327) (.030869) (.003323) (.166832)
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Table 10 : Empirical error rates of the simultaneous tolerance

intervals for unit means in the random one-way

model with q = 2.

a p

t = 10 20

n = 4 10 4 10

p = 1 16 1 16 1 16 1 16

.01 .50 .015 .005 .004 .006 .004 .005 .006 .006

.75 .014 .005 .003 .005 .004 .004 .006 .005

.95 .014 .003 .003 .004 .003 .002 .004 .004

.05 .50 .023 .026 .025 .030 .027 .028 .026 .029

.75 .017 .024 .022 .026 .025 .026 .025 .026

.95 .015 .021 .019 .023 .022 .023 .023 .024

.10 .50 .034 .054 .052 .057 .033 .052 .047 .056

.75 .023 .049 .046 .051 .021 .045 .040 .050

.95 .021 .045 .041 .048 .020 .043 .037 .049
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intervals tend to become more conservative, as the pcontent

increases.

111.5 Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals For Subunits

The model (3.1) represents a population of units, with a

population of subunits in each unit. In Section 111.3,

simultaneous tolerance intervals with arbitrary pcontent were

developed for unit means, . We now consider simultaneous

tolerance intervals which are to contain at least a proportion

p2 of subunit yvalues in at least a proportion pl of units.

We call procedures which satisfy these two criteria, with

specified confidence level, twostage tolerance intervals

procedures.

We consider twostage tolerance intervals of the form

[ x'A k , + ]

- A2
where k is a function of a , and a u .

The proportion of

subunit y-- values contained in the tolerance interval,

conditional on a unit with mean x'ft, is

.,(i _,) _ u ,,(a _ u

4)(
) (1)(,x

a a

It is seen from Lemma 1, that P:L,X is decreasing in

13C(j1 ui and in a. Then, we need upper bounds on

ut and on a to get a lower bound for P:L,X .



The upper bounds for Ix'Oi ul are derived from the

simultaneous tolerance intervals on the unit means (3.9) which

satisfy (3.11)

x'i X.c;u, < x' + u < xi + X.Cs'a

or equivalently

Ix' ti + ul I
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(3.27)

Evaluation of the tolerance factor X in (3.27) is similar to

that in Section 1113, except now the pcontent is pl and the error

rate a is allocated equally (a/3) to three parts : Ixqi

au, and a. This implies that

Prf P, _ > pl , for all x s L > 1 2a/3,

where P is defined in (3.10). The upper bound for a is

2^derived from the distribution of a discussed in Section 111.2

as

a < Ha/3, where Ha/3 = J(N 0a2/4 t(a/3) (3.28)

A

Then by applying Lemma 1 to Pi,x, with a = u,

b = k, c = a, and using the inequalities (3.27) and (3.28) gives

A

Pi,x

A A

Xau + k

) 0(> 0(
k

H
a/3

H
a/3



Let a = X:rra/Ha/3 and r = it/Ha/3, then for a given

a , r = r (a) is the root of f (a,r) defined in (2.5). Then,

for

k = rp( X6a/Ha/3 ) Ha/3 , where X =

P: > p2. Hence, with 1 a level confidence the tolerance

intervals [ k , + k ] will contain at least the

proportion p2 of subunit values in at least the proportion pl

of units.

111.6 One Sided Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals For The Unit

Means

If one wants only upper (lower) simultaneous tolerance

intervals, then taking the corresponding upper (lower) boundary

of the twosided intervals is necessarily conservative. Thomas

(1983) considered onesided confidence bands ( upper ) for

percentiles y(p,x) = + Z(p)a, in the linear regression

model which are simultaneous in x and p of the form

x'i + Z(p)S + c/S2x1 (Vg)lx + S2Z2(p)/2(n q) .
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(3.29)

He provided tables of the coefficients c for several values of

a, q, and n q ( denoted by v ). We now discuss how this

method can be extended to the variance component model.

For the model (3.1), the 10Opth percentile of the
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distribution of unit means is

y(p,x) = x'A + Z(p)au

where Z(p) = 0-1(p) is the 10Opth percentile of the standard

normal distribution. Then an estimator for y(p,x) is

Y(p,A) = x'i +

where t is the G.L.S. estimator (3.6) for D., and au is

defined in (3.3). The extended form of (3.29) is

'1(13,x) + c ia2x'(X4-1 )-1 2 "a2I x + Z (p) u/2v

where v is defined in (3.5). The coefficients c can be taken

from Thomas (1983) with n q replaced by v.
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APPENDIX A

This Fortran function uses Newton's method to find the root

r (a) of (19(a + r) (1) (a r) P.

FUNCTION ROOT(A,P)
CALL MDNRIS(P,RO,IER)
PD=(P+1.)/2.
CALL MDNRIS(PD,R,IER)
RH=RO+SQRT((RR0)**2.+A**2.)

100 Y1=A+RH
P1=SR(Y1)
Y2=ARH
P2=SR(Y2)
G=P (P1 P2)
EX1=EXP(Y1**2./2.)
EX2=EXP(Y2**2./2.)
GP=(1./SQRT(2.*3.141593))*(EX1+EX2)
RN=RH+(G/GP)
YN1=A+RN
YN2=ARN
PN1=SR(YN1)
PN2=SR(YN2)
TOL=1.E-4
GN=P(PN1PN2)
TST=ABS(GN)
IF(TST.LT.TOL) GO TO 200
RH=RN
GO TO 100

200 ROOT=RN
RETURN
END
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Table A.1 : The r solutions of ao(a + r) - (1)(a r) p = 0.

p

a .50 .75 .95 .99

0.0 0.6745 1.1503 1.9597 2.5758

0.1 0.6779 1.1561 1.9697 2.5886

0.2 0.6881 1.1734 1.9985 2.6256

0.3 0.7053 1.2022 2.0451 2.6835

0.4 0.7299 1.2425 2.1070 2.7573

0.5 0.7622 1.2940 2.1815 2.8422

0.6 0.8028 1.3562 2.2654 2.9341

0.7 0.8519 1.4279 2.3558 3.0300

0.8 0.9097 1.5079 2.4506 3.1280

0.9 0.9761 1.5945 2.5476 3.2270

1.0 1.0505 1.6859 2.6461 3.3266

1.1 1.1321 1.7807 2.7454 3.4265

1.2 1.2195 1.8778 2.8451 3.5264

1.3 1.3113 1.9761 2.9450 3.6264

1.4 1.4063 2.0753 3.0449 3.7264

1.5 1.5033 2.1749 3.1449 3.8263

1.6 1.6017 2.2747 3.2449 3.9263

1.7 1.7008 2.3746 3.3449 4.0263

1.8 1.8004 2.4745 3.4449 4.1263

1.9 1.9002 2.5745 3.5449 4.2263

2.0 2.0001 2.6745 3.6449 4.3263

2.1 2.1000 2.7745 3.7449 4.4263

2.2 2.2000 2.8745 3.8449 4.5263

2.3 2.3000 2.9745 3.9449 4.6263

2.4 2.4000 3.0745 4.0449 4.7263

2.5 2.5000 3.1745 4.1449 4.8263

2.6 2.6000 3.2745 4.2449 4.9263

2.7 2.7000 3.3745 4.3449 5.0263

2.8 2.8000 3.4745 4.4449 5.1263

2.9 2.9000 3.5745 4.5449 5.2263

3.0 3.0000 3.6745 4.6449 5.3263
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APPENDIX B

In the simulation algorithm discussed in Section III.4b with

50 =01 =0 and CY = 1, the root x* of the function h(x) in

(3.26) is computed by Newton's iteration method through

X.
1+1

= X.

where

h'(xi)

Pi X'(x)(cu 00 + 41 + 1(x)..0
h(x) = [ + l 9 [ l

au au au

131
X ( x)

[

x.4 k(x)au

u u
au

where X'(x) and h'(x) are the derivatives of X(x,a,p,i) and

h(x) respectively with respect to (w.r.t.) x. Since we

simulated x.-...N(0,1), the value of x = 0 is used as the

starting value for the iteration.

a) Evaluation of h(x)

For the evaluation of the function h(x) defined above, the

terms X(.) and X'(.) are evaluated at the argument of h(.),

with X(.) as the root of (3.15). First, we need to define

X'(x). Recall, that the tolerance factor X is derived from the



following equation

D(x) D(x)

+ ] a' I p = 0

Co C. C. C.

where D(x) is defined in (3.18), with q = 2

2rEai + rZt

B(5) -12F,,t_2(1 a/2)(1/13 + 11)
aftExi (Exi)23

and

Ca =j(,/ X ,((1/2)
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(B.1)

(B.2)

with r defined in (3.19). By differentiating (B.1) w.r.t.

and letting a = D(x)/Ca and r = X/Ca we have

0:0(x) + 2'(r)a.1"(a + r) (D'(x) 1'006.10(a r) = 0 (B.3)

where D'(x) is the derivative of D(x) w.r.t. x. From (B.3),

D'(x) (0(a. r) "(a + r)]

m(a)
+ r) + "(a r)]

To evaluate D'(x), let (B.2) be written as

D(x) = JFSD (Exi 2x2x, + s2t) .

Then

(3.4)
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D'(x) =47i5 ( -Exi + xt)/(Exi - 2xExi + x2t)1/2. (B.5)

b) Evaluation of h'(x)

Let Ux = + x1 + kaui/au

and Lx = + Xaul/au.

Then

h'(x) -
)4"(x)eu

131
3'(x)611

(Ux) + [ ]0'(Ux)

au au au

A."(x);u
'131'(Lx) [

X.'(x)is12

au an au
lo'(Lx).

Using 8 m [f(x)] /8x = f(x)f'(x) [f(x)], then h'(x) becomes

vi (x)311
h'(x) = 0(Ux) [

au au au

x"(x)au 131
+ q(Lx) f +

X'(x)au
)2Lx ].

au au au

The second derivative of X(x,a,p,;) is obtained by

differentiating (B.3) w.r.t.

D" (x) 0(a + r) B1(x)n(a + r)

+ X" (x)211 0(a + r) X1(x)Cr'un(a + r)
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D" (x) cd(a r) + D'(x)A(a

X"(x)au P(a + X'(x)C7un(a + r) = 0,

where ri(a + r) = (a + r)(a' + r')0 (a + r)

n(a r) = (a r)(a. r') 0(a r).

Then solve for

X"(x) = { D "(x)[aJ(a + r) (9 (a r)]

D'(x)(11(a A(a + r)]

+ X1(x)au[n(a + r) + 11(a r)] )/au[0(a + r) + o(a r)].

The term D"(x) is obtained by differentiating (B.5) w.r.t. x.

Let

then

Fci(x) = (Exi 2xExi + x2t)

Fc2(x) = ( Exi + xt),

FSD Fc
2
(x)2

D" (x) = ( t )

Fci(x) Fci(x)

c) The Case of Nonconvergence

In some cases h(x) does not have a root, equivalently Px,x
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does not have a minimum. A criterion for identifying such cases

is developed. Let

b0 = P0)/au

bl = 01)/au

au/a.

then (3.25) is written as

P
A.,x

= cD(b
0

+ b
1
x + Xc oto (b 0

+ b
1
x )

From (B.4) it is seen that as ix, --->co, D(x) ---> Kix', and

a ---> Kx, where K = fiTa In this case, the argument in the

L.H.S. of (B.1) will tend to infinity so that we can approximate

the argument in the R.H.S. of (B.1) by a Xd el Z[(p+1)/2]

where d = 1/Ca. Hence, for large x we have the approximate

= (Kx + Z[(p + 1)/2])/d, and

Px,x = '[b0 + (c/d)Z[(p + 1)/2] + (sign(x)bi + cK/d)ixl]

O[bo (c /d)Z[(p + 1)/2] + (sign(x)bi cK/d)Ix1].

Denote

e
1

= b 0 (c /d)Z[(p + 1)/2]

e2 = b0 + (c/d)Z[(p + 1)/2]

fl = sign(x)bi cK/d
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f2 = sign(x)bi + cK/d.

Notice that f
1

< f
2

since cK/d > 0. Then

= 0( e2 + f21x1) 0(el filx1)

If 0 < f1 < f 2 then e
1
+ f

1
lx1 --->400, as lx1 --->co, which

implies that Px,x ---> O. Hence the minimizing x
*

does not

exist and the tolerance criterion P > p for - too < x < co

does not hold. Otherwise, if fl < 0 < f2, then Px,x ---> 1 as

Ix' >w, so that Px,x has a minimum in W < x <w.

Foreachvallieofx.in the iteration process, the

proportion P1
,A

is computed and checked against p. If

13
X,x < p, the iteration is stopped since the tolerance criterion

Px,x 2. p for 00 < x <w cannot be satisfied.



APPENDIX C

The simulation program for the simultaneous tolerance

intervals on the unit means : 130 + f31s + kau , (q = 2).

C
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PROGRAM SIM(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION W(110)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2,DSEED3
REAL X(20),C(20),Z(20),Y(20),ALPH(3),PR(3),RON(3),AX(3,3)
DIMENSION NCT(3,3)
DATA ALPH/0.01,0.05,0.10/,PR/0.50,0.75,0.95/
READ(5,10) B1,T,S,SIGU,X0,DSEEDLDSEED2,DSEED3

10 FORMAT(3F5.2,F3.1,F5.2,3D10.0)
WRITE(6,11) B1,T,S,SIGU

11 FORMAT('11,20X,'OUTPUT FOR B1=',F8.2,' T=',F8.2,' S=',

1 F8.2,' SIGU=',F3.1)

WRITE(6,12)
12 FORMAT('0',48X,'ALPHA = .01',13X,'ALPHA = .05',13X,

1 'ALPHA = .10')
WRITE(6,13)

13 FORMAT(10',40X,'.50',5X,'.75',5X,'.95',6X,'.50',5X,'.75'
1 ,5X,'.95',6X,'.50',5X,'.75',5X,'.959
WRITE(6,14)

14 FORMAT(",'INDEX',3X,'BHNT',3X,'BHAT1',3X,'SIGHS',3X,
1 'VHU')

DO 18 KN=1,3
DO 19 KM=1,3
NCT(KN,KM)=0

19 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE

SUMBN=SUMBH=SUMSS=0.
SUMVU= SMBNS = SMBHS = SMSSS= SMVUS =O.

C

C START THE SIMULATION INDEX
C

DO 15 INDEX=1,1000
X1=TEMPX1
DO 16 11=1,3
DO 17 JJ=1,3
AX(II,JJ)=0.0

17 CONTINUE
16 CONTINUE

NR=IFIX(T)
CALL GGNML(DSEED1,NR,X)
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C

C GENERATE Z'S

C
CALL GGNML(DSEED2,NR,C)
SIGZ= SQRT(SIGU * *2. +(1. /S))

DO 25 K=1,NR
Z(K)=SIGZ*C(K)

25 CONTINUE
DO 28 NI=1,NR
Y(NI)=B1*X(NI)+Z(NI)

28 CONTINUE
C

C GENERATE SIGMAHAT SQUARED

C
FE=T*(S-1.)
N=IFIX(FE)
CALL WORK(W,DSEED3,N,N/2,CHI2)
SIGHS=CHI2/FE

C

C COMPUTE SUM OF SQUARES ETC,

C

SMX=0.
SMY =O.

SXS=0.
SKY=0.
DO 30 NJ=1,NR
SMX=SMX+X(NJ)
SMY=SMY+Y(NJ)
SKS=SKS+X(NJ)**2.
SXY= SXY +X(NJ) *Y(NJ)

30 CONTINUE
C

C COMPUTE MEANS

C
YBA=SMY/T
XBA =SMX /T

BH=(SKY-(SMY*SMX)/T)/(SXS-(SMX**2.)/T)
BHN=YBA-BH*XBA
Q=0.
DO 35 NK=1,NR

Q=Q+S*((Y(NK)-BHN-BH*X(NK))**2.)
35 CONTINUE

C

C COMPUTE SIGHATU
C

FH=S*(T-2.)
VHU=(Q-SIGHS*(T-2.))/FH
IF(VHU.LT.0.0) GO TO 36

SGRU=SORT(VHU)
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C

C DEGREES OF FREEDOM WITH SATTERTHWAITE

C

SQ=((Q/FH)**2.)/(T-2.)
SS=((SIGHS*(T-2.)/FH)**2.)/FE
D=(VHU**2.)/(SQ+SS)
NU=IFIX(D+1.)
DF=FLOAT(NU)

C

C START IHE LOOP FOR ALPHA,P RON
C

DO 37 1=1,3
ALPHA=ALPH(I)
X1=TEMPX1

C

C UPPER BOUND ON SIGU
C

PA1=(ALPHA/2.)
CALL MDCHI(PA1,DF,CHS,IER)
BDSU=SORT(DF*VHU/CHS)

C

C EVALUATING HX1
C

PA2=1.-PA1
TM=T-2.
CALL MDFI(PA2,2.,TM,F,IER)
RHO=VHU/SIGHS
DET=(1.+S*RHO)/(S*(T*SXS-SMX**2.))
FSD=2.*F*SIGHS*DET
DO 38 J=1,3
NCOUNT =O

P=PR(J)
TEMPP=P

C

C GRID FOR P(X)
C

DO 21 LI=1,21
BL=FLOAT(LI)
GR(LI)= XO +(BL -11.)

AXX(LI)=AXIJ(GR(LI),T,SMX,SXS,FSD,BDSU,P,SGHU,SIGU,BHN,DIF)
IF(AX(LI).LT.P) GO TO 93

21 CONTINUE
X1=GR(1)
SAVA=AXX(1)
DO 22 LO=1,21
IF(SAVA.LT.AXX(L0)) GO TO 22
SAVA=AXX(LO)
X1=GR(LO)

40 FX1=FC1(X1,T,SMX,SXS)
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FX2=FC2(X1,T,SMX)
DX=SQRT(FSD*FX1)
DPX=(SORT(FSD)*FX2)/(SORT(FX1))
DPPX=(SORT(FSD/FX1))*(T-FX2**2./FX1)
A1=DX/BDSU
IF(Al.GT.5.0) GO TO 45
P=TEMPP
RX= ROOT(A1,P)

DMIC=(RX*BDSU)/SGHU
GO TO 50

45 PL=1.0-P
CALL MDNRIS(PL,ZP,IER)
DMI=(DX-BDSU*ZP)/SOU
GO TO 51

50 AMR=A1 -MC
APR=Al+RX
IF(APR.GT.10.) GO TO 51
PHP=FNML(APR)
PHM= FNML(AMR)

DMPX=(DPX*(PHM-PHP))/(SGHU*(PHP+PHM))
C

C EVALUATE LEMDA"(X)
C

AP=DPX/BDSU
RP=(DMPX*SGHU)/BDSU
BP=AP+RP
BM=AP -RP

GP=APR*BP*PHP
GN=AMR*BM*PHM
UP= -DPPX*(PHP -DPX*(GN-GP)+DMPX*SGHU*(GP+GN)
DOW=SGHU*(PHP+PHM)
DMPPX=UP/DOW
GO TO 52

C

C EVALUATE H(X)
C

51 DMPX=DPX=/SGHU
DMPPX=DPPX/SGHU

52 DIF=BH-B1
DIFX=(BHN+DIF*X1)/SIGU
RAT=DIF/SIGU
CP=(DMPX*SGHU)/SIGU
CM=(DMX*SGHU)/SIGU
U1=RAT+CP
U2=RAT-CP
AR1=DIFX+CM
AR2=DIFX-CM
P=TEMPP
SR1=SR(AR1)
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SR2=SR(AR2)
AX1=SR1-SR2
IF(AX1.LT.P) GO TO 93

C

C EVALUATE THE ITERATED X
C

CPP=(DMPPX*SGHU)/SIGU
HP=DIFX*CM
QW=ABS(HP)
IF(QW.GT.30.) GO TO 92
G1=CPP -(U1**2.)*AR1
G2=CPP+(U2**2.)*AR2
E1=EXP( -HP)

E2=EXP(HP)
BET=(U1 *El-U2*E2)/(G1*E1+G2*E2)
X2=X1 -BET

FX12=FC1(X2,T,SMX,SXS)
FX22=FC2(X2,T,SMX)
DX2=SQRT(FSD*FX12)
DPX2=(SQRT(FSD)*FX22)/(SQRT(FX12))
A2=DX2/BDSU
IF(A2.GT.5.0) GO TO 55
P=TEMPP
RX2=ROOT(A2,P)
DMX2=(RX2*BDSU)/SGHU
GO TO 60

55 PL2=1.0-P
CALL MDNRIS(PL2,ZP2,IER)
DMX2=(DX2-BDSU*ZP2)/SGHU
GO TO 53

60 AMR2=A2 -RX2

APR2=A2+RX2
IF(APR2.GT.10.) GO TO 53
PHP2=FNML(APR2)
PHM2=FNML(AMR2)
DMPX2=(DPX2*(PHM2-PBP2))/(SGHU*(PHP2+PHM2))
GO TO 54

53 DMPX2=DPX2/SGHU
54 DIFX2=(BHN+DIF*X2)/SIGU

CP2=(DMPX2*SGHU)/SIGU
CM2=(DMX2*SGHU)/SIGU
U11=RAT+CP2
U22=RAT-CP2
AR11=DIFX2+CM2
AR22=DIFX2-CM2
P=TEMPP
SR11=SR(AR11)
SR22=SR(AR22)
AX2=SR11-SR22
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IF(AX2.LT.P) GO TO 93
IF(AR11.GT.10.) GO TO 56
HX2=U11 *FNML(AR11)-U22*FNML(AR22)
TOL=1.E-4
TEST=ABS(HX2)
IF(TEST.LT.TOL) GO TO 61
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+1
IF(NCOUNT.GT.20) GO TO 92

GO TO 57
56 DA=AX1-AX2

CHECK=ABS(DA)
TOL=1.E-4
IF(CHECK.LT.TOL) GO TO 61

57 X1=X2
BUG=ABS(X1)
IF(BUG.GT.10.) GO TO 92
GO TO 40

61 XST=X2
C

C EVALUATE P(X) AT X STAR
C

P=TEMPP
AX(I,J)=AXIJ(XST,T,SMX,SXS,FSD,BDSU,P,SGHU,SIGU,BHN,DIF)
GO TO 38

92 CK=(BDSU*SQRT(T*FSD))/SIGU
DIF=BH-B1
BD=DIF/SIGU
FR1=BD-CB
FR2=BD+CK
IF(FR1.LT.O.AND.FR2.GT.0.) GO TO 96

93 AX(I,J)=0.0
GO TO 38

96 AX(I,J)=1.0
38 CONTINUE
37 CONTINUE

GO TO 72
36 DO 97 KI=1,3

DO 98 KJ=1,3
AX(KI,KJ)=0.0

98 CONTINUE
97 CONTINUE
72 DO 101 ML=1,3

IF(AX(ML,1).GT.0.5) GO TO 101
NCT(ML,1)=NCT(ML,1)+1

101 CONTINUE
DO 102 MM=1,3
IF(AX(MM,2).GT.0.75) GO TO 102
NCT(MM,2)=NCT(MM,2)+1

102 CONTINUE
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DO 103 MN =1,3
IF(AX(MN,3).GT.0.95) GO TO 103

NCT(MN,3)=NCT(MN,3)+1
103 CONTINUE

SUMBN=SUMBN+BHN
SUMBH=SUMBH+BH
SUMSS=SUMSS+SIGHS
SUMVU=SUMVU+VHU
SMBNS=SMBNS+BHN**2.
SMBHS=SMBHS+BH**2.
SMSSS=SMSSS+SIGHS**2.
SMVUS=SMVUS+VHU**2.

15 CONTINUE
ABHN=SUMBN/1000.
ABH=SUMBH/1000.
ASS=SUMSS/1000.
AVU=SUMVU/1000.
SEBN=SQRT((SMBNS-(
SEBH=SQRT((SMBHS-(
SESS=SQRT((SMSSS-(
SEVU=SQRT((SMVUS-(
WRITE(6,106) AMEN,

106 FORMAT(8F9.6)
WRITE(6,99) NCT(1,
1,NCT(2,3),NCT(3,1)

99 FORMAT(9I5)
STOP
END

SUMBN**2.)/1000.)/(1000.*(1000.-1.)))
SUMBH**2.)/1000.)/(1000.*(1000.-1.)))
SUMSS**2.)/1000.)/(1000.*(1000.-1.)))
SUMVU**2.)/1000.)/(1000.*(1000.-1.)))
ABH,ASS,AVU,SEBN,SEBH,SESS,SEVU

1),NCT(1,2),NCT(1,3),NCT(2,1),NCT(2,2)
,NCT(3,2),NCT(3,3)

FUNCTION ROOT(A,P)
CALL MDNRIS(P,RO,IER)
PD=(P+1.) /2.
CALL MDNRIS(PD,R,IER)
RH=RO+SQRT((R-R0)**2.+A**2.)

100 Y1=A+RH
P1=SR(Y1)
Y2=A-RH
P2=SR(Y2)
G=P -(P1 -P2)

EX1=EXP(-Y1**2./2.)
EX2=EXP(-Y2**2.12.)
GP=(1./SQRT(2.*3.141593))*(EX1+EX2)
RN=RH+(G/GP)
YN1=A+RN
YN2=A-RN
PN1=SR(YN1)
PN2=SR(YN2)
TOL=1.E-4
GN=P-(PN1-PN2)
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TST=ABS(GN)
IF(TST.LT.TOL) GO TO 200
RH=RN
GO TO 100

200 ROOT=RN
RETURN
END

FUNCTION AXII(XS,TI,SM,SX,FD,BDS,P,SHU,SGU,BN,DI)
TPP=P
FXS=FC1(XS,TI,SM,SX)
DX=SQRT(FD*FXS)
AS=DX/BDS
IF(AS.GT.5.) GO TO 90
P=TPP
RS=ROOT(AS,P)
ES=(RS*BDS)/SHU
GO TO 91

90 P=TPP
PS=1.0 -P

CALL MDNRIS(PS,ZS,IER)
ES=(DX-BDS*ZS)/SHU

91 U=(BN+DI*XS)/SGU
V=(ES*SHU)/SGU
D1=U+V
D2=U -V

PR1=SR(D1)
PR2= SR(D2)

AXII=PR1-PR2
RETURN
END

FUNCTION SR(B)
IF(B.GT.5.0) GO TO 51
IF(B.LT.-5.0) GO TO 52
CALL MDNOR(B,SR)
GO TO 53

51 SR=1.0
GO TO 53

52 SR=0.0
53 RETURN

END

FUNCTION FC1(X,T,SMX,SXS)
FC1=(SXS-2.*X*SMX+(X**2.)*T)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FC2(X,T,SMX)
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FC2=(-SMX+X*T)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FNML(U)
FNML=(1./SORT(2.*3.141593))*EXP((-U**2.)/2.)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WORK(W,DSEED3,N,M,CHI2)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED3
DIMENSION W(M)
CALL GGCHS(DSEED3,N,W,CHI2)
RETURN
END

The IMSL subroutines used in the program are :

GGCHS : Chi-squared random deviate generator

GGNML : Normal random deviate generator

MDCHI : Inverse chi-squared probability distribution function

MDFI : Inverse F-probability distribution function

MDNOR : Normal probability distribution function

MDNRIS : Inverse standard normal probability distribution

function.


